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	Mobile Fading Channels: Modelling, Analysis, & Simulation, 9780471495499 (0471495492), John Wiley & Sons, 2002
All relevant components of a mobile radio system, from digital modulation techniques over channel coding through to network aspects, are determined by the propagation characteristics of the channel. Therefore, a precise knowledge of mobile radio channels is crucial for the development, evaluation and test of current and future mobile radio communication systems. This volume deals with the modelling, analysis, and simulation of mobile fading channels and provides a fundamental understanding of many issues that are currently being investigated in the area of mobile fading channel modelling. The author strongly emphasises the detailed derivation of the presented channel models and conveys a high degree of mathematical unity to the reader.      

	 Introduces the fundamentals of stochastic and deterministic channel models          
	 Features the modelling and simulation of frequency-nonselective fading channels (Rayleigh channels, Rice channels, generalized Rice channels, Nakagami channels, various types of Suzuki channels, classical and modified Loo model)          
	 Presents the modelling and simulation of frequency-selective fading channels (WSSUS models, DGUS models, channel models according to COST 207)          
	 Discusses the methods used for the design and realization of efficient channel simulators          
	 Examines the design, realization, and analysis of fast channel simulators          
	 Includes MATLAB® programs for the evaluation and simulation of mobile fading channels       


MATLAB® is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
 Telecommunication engineers, computer scientists, and physicists will all find this text both informative and instructive. It is also be an indispensable reference for postgraduate and senior undergraduate students of telecommunication and electrical engineering.       
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China’s Urban Construction Land Development: The State, Market, and Peasantry in ActionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book examines the nature and internal dynamics of China’s urban construction land (UCL) development, drawing insights from the recently developed theory of regional political ecology. Based on the author’s original research, it identifies two different types of UCL development in China, namely top-down, formal...


		

Java 9 Revealed: For Early Adoption and MigrationApress, 2017

	
		Explore the new Java 9 modules, SDK, JDK, JVM, JShell and more in this comprehensive book that covers what’s new in Java 9 and how to use these new features. Java 9 Revealed is for experienced Java programmers looking to migrate to Java 9.  Author Kishori Sharan begins by covering how to develop Java...



		

Flash Video CreativityFriends of Ed, 2003

	The Flash MX video object is a wondrous thing, but 90% of people seem to be happy keeping it constrained in a small, square window. Why? Video can be anything that you want it to be, and then some. The experiments in this book will take you through simple video manipulation, kaleidoscopes, emulating TV effects, 360-degree displays, animating...





	

Traffic Engineering with MPLSCisco Press, 2002
Design, configure, and manage MPLS TE to optimize network  performance.

Almost every busy network backbone has some congested links  while others remain underutilized. That's because shortest-path routing  protocols send traffic down the path that is shortest without considering other  network parameters,...


		

The iPad 2 Project BookPeachpit Press, 2011


	We saw our first iPad in a theater in Hollywood, California, in the

	summer of 1968. It appeared in the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey,

	and the iPad (called a Newspad in the Arthur C. Clarke novel on

	which the movie is based) made its debut when astronaut Dave

	Bowman used it to view the news while having a horrific-looking

	meal...

		

Handbook of Copper Pharmacology and ToxicologyHumana Press, 2002


	Copper (Cu), an essential trace element, is required for the survival of organisms

	ranging from bacteria to mammals. Because Cu ions can adopt distinct redox states (oxidized

	Cu[II] or reduced Cu[I]), they play a pivotal role in cell physiology as catalytic

	cofactors in the redox chemistry of enzymes involved in a broad spectrum of...
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